Commentary on “Intracranial Placement of a Nasogastric Tube in a Non-Trauma Patient”
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Gastric intubation via the nasal passage is a common procedure that provides access to the stomach. A nasogastric tube (NGT) is used for diagnostic and therapeutic indications, which include evaluation of upper gastrointestinal bleeding, aspiration of gastric fluid content, gastric decompression including maintenance of a decompressed state after endotracheal intubation, relief of symptoms and bowel rest in the setting of small-bowel obstruction, aspiration of gastric content from recent ingestion of toxic material, administration of medication, feeding, bowel irrigation, etc. Given the widespread use of NGT in patients of all ages, even a small percentage of such problems can affect a significant number of people. Position control is the standard of care and prevents complications for the patients.

Several methods have been suggested for verifying the placement of a NGT: auscultation, measuring the pH of aspirates from the tube, chest X-rays, use of colorimetric capnography, etc.

Auscultation with a stethoscope confirms gurgling sounds in the epigastrium when air is injected after NGT insertion. However, in a noisy environment, sounds associated with the incorrect placement of the NGT in the lungs or in the esophagus might be mistaken for those associated with the correct placement of the tube. Furthermore, this approach is potentially dangerous, especially when the tip is malpositioned in other body cavities and a basic chest X-ray is recommended in most cases [1]. Chest X-rays, though, have issues of their own, such as delayed verification, radiation exposure and cost, not to mention that the use of routine X-rays to verify tube position is not recommended.

As the verification of tube placement mostly relies, as a matter of fact, on auscultation, a significant risk of complications remains, especially in patients with low consciousness.

Aspirating the NGT contents and using litmus paper to measure the pH of the aspirates is an alternative method for verifying tube placement [2]. The pH test with an upper cut-off at 5 was the safest test for the verification of NGT locations, which also allowed to minimise the use of chest X-rays.

Capnometry is a safe method for verifying proper feeding tube placement and should be considered for routine use when placing NGT since it does not take much time and may improve patient safety but a correct positioning in the stomach is not guaranteed [3].

Other methods have been described for confirming the correct positioning of the NGT as magnetic devices, visual system, ultrasonography, etc.

The magnet tracking system has the advantage of improving the efficiency in which the NGT is placed, without requiring the exposure to ionizing radiation from fluoroscopy. This procedure is safe, accurate and easy to use, but it requires further testing and analysis to determine whether or not it can replace the current methods of NGT placement verification [4].

A further approach is nasogastric intubation under direct vision to reduce possible complications. The laryngoscope or video-laryngoscope was developed to assist with NGT insertion but it cannot be advanced into the esophagus or deeper structures. The small diameter of microimaging fibers allows for their insertion into a NGT, and anatomical structures can then be viewed in real time to assist with insertion or location. Compared with conventional NGT insertion, this strategy can simultaneously provide additional information on the anatomic structures of the nasopharynx, oropharynx, laryngopharynx, esophagus and stomach [5].

The use of ultrasounds has finally been described as a possible method for the NGT insertion. Verifying NGT placement with ultrasonography might potentially reduce complications, save...
time and reduce unnecessary radiation exposure. However, for those cases in which ultrasound cannot confirm the correct placement of the NGT by direct visualization or after water and air insufflation, confirmation with chest X-ray is necessary [6].

Easy placement of the NGT does not imply correct positioning, as some patients will display no clinical signs of discomfort despite incorrect positioning of the feeding tube. Before start using an NGT, it is mandatory not only to exclude malpositioning into the tracheobronchial tree, lung or mediastinum, but also be able to confirm that the distal tip is correctly placed into the enteral tract and advanced the distal duodenum or proximal jejunum. Patients with altered mental status or decreased cough or gag reflex are more prone to transbronchial placement. The presence of an endotracheal tube or tracheotomy does not protect the tracheobronchial tree from accidental placement. In fact, the inflated cuffs may alter the normal anatomy of the esophagus and hence predispose the patient to tracheobronchial placement. Inappropriate intubation of the tracheopulmonary system is the most common misplacement site for nasogastric tube. This malposition is reported in about 2% of placement attempts and is not uncommon that these tubes are misplaced in the pleural cavity, especially in high-risk patients with weak cough reflex, endotracheally intubated patients and agitated patients with an incidence of major pulmonary complication of 0.7% and mortality of 0.3 of cases [1]. Misplacement in the peritoneal cavity or the mediastinum through gastric or esophageal or intestinal perforations is also possible [7]. Inadvertent intracranial placement of NGT may occur during intubation of critically ill patients and is a serious potential complication [8]. The same authors describe intracranial misplacement of NGT, a complication that can occur in patients with severe head trauma [9-16]. The intracranial placement in these cases is very often favored in patients with basal skull fractures.

Few papers describe the inadvertent intracranial placement of an NGT in an adult non-trauma patient [17-19]. In these patients the NGT malposition can be favorable from precedents traumas or neurosurgical procedures, or from congenital cranial defect.

In our case report we describe an unusual malposition of NGT in frontal sinus in a non-trauma patient admitted in postoperative neurocritical care patient after craniotomy [20]. In this case the surgical intervention has not probably been conclusive for the malposition because the NGT has followed communication between the nasal fossa and the frontal sinus.

In summary, misplacement of NGT, as well as intracranial insertion, may occur during intubation of critically ill patients. Nasogastric intubation under fluoroscopy or under direct vision will eliminate the possibility of this complication. Radiography remains the gold standard to confirm correct placement of blindly inserted tubes [21]. There are other methods to verify the correct positioning of the NGT, that also reduce the employment of chest X-rays [22].

Further, no studies have been reported confirming that the auscultatory method is accurate in differentiating between respiratory and gastrointestinal placement of feeding tubes [23].
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